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Featuring contributions from bestselling, award-winning and upand-coming authors, this collection
of genre-bending and original
stories celebrates the power of love
in all its forms.

When love letters written to five
secret crushes, and meant for her
eyes only, are unexpectedly mailed,
Lara Jean Song finds her love life
going from imaginary to out of
control

by Ashley Herring Blake

by Jenny Han

A phở lo
lovve st
stor
oryy

Tweet cut
cute
e

by Loan Le

by Emma Lord

Avoiding each other most of their
lives because of a mysterious rivalry,
two Vietnamese-American teens
from competing pho restaurants fall
in love by chance while uncovering
the reason behind their families’
generations-old feud.

A reimagining of You’ve Got Mail
follows the unlikely romance
between an overachiever from a
successful family and the class
clown, who exchange snarky
tweets that escalate into a viral
Twitter war.

Made in Korea

Yes no ma
maybe
ybe so

by Sarah Suk

by Becky Albertalli

Running a successful beauty-care
sales business at school, KoreanAmerican teen Valerie clashes with
newcomer Wes, who is selling a
competitor’s K-pop products to raise
funds for his musical ambitions.

It only happens in the
mo
movies
vies
by Holly Bourne

Turning cynical about love in the face
of her parents’ acrimonious divorce,
her own shifting relationships and
the fictional portrayals of love in
movies, Audrey bonds with a
flirtatious co-worker, Harry, who
encourages her to take a chance in the real world.

Jamie Goldberg, who chokes when
speaking to strangers, and Maya
Rehrman, who is having the worst
Ramadan ever, are paired to knock
on doors and ask for votes for the
local state senate candidate

Comics will break yyour
our heart
by Faith Erin Hicks

Frustrated when her grandfather, the cocreator of a smash-hit comic series, loses
its rights to his co-creator and leaves
their family struggling, college hopeful
Miriam fights her complicated feelings
for the grandson of the man she believes
defrauded her loved ones.
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